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CMS Detector: Transverse slice

All Silicon tracker
Pixels & strips

Redundant Muon System
Gas chambers: DT, RPC, CSC
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CMS: Drift Tube Muon and Trigger Systems

Transverse plane (r-phi)

12 sectors in φ,
4 radial stations

• Level 1 (L1): custom hardware processors
that receive data from calorimeter and muon
systems, output rate of 100 kHz.
• The High-Level Trigger (HLT) is implemented
in software, reduces the rate to ∼1 kHz.
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• CMS trigger comprises two levels

• Magnetic return flux contained in
the iron yoke
• This B-field bends the tracks in
the transverse plane allowing
the measurement of pT
• Small B field within chambers
(straight line approximation)

• The detector readout electronics and DAQ
will be upgraded to allow a increased L1 rate
(750 kHz) and latency
• Plan taking full advantage of advances in
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and
optical link technologies
Scope of this talk: show performance of algorithm
developed for ‘trigger primitive generation’ providing
optimal information from the DT muon system to the
L1 trigger system in Phase 2 (in particular muon
bending angle and time of the collision)
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• Changes for L1 in Phase-2:
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Introduction to Drift Tube chamber

• The gas is a mixture of Ar/CO, which provides a
saturated drift velocity of about 54 μm/ns.
• The drift time of electrons produced by ionization is
measured. The maximum drift time is ~ 390 ns.
There is a left-right ambiguity on the hit position
• Four staggered layers of parallel cells form a
superlayer (SL), which provides the measurement
of two-dimensional segments
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• The transverse size is 42x13 mm2 with a 50 μm
diameter gold plated stainless steel anode wire
at the centre
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• The basic element of the Drift Tube (DT) detector is
the drift cell

• A chamber is composed by two superlayers
measuring the r-phi coordinates (SL1, SL3), with
the wires parallel to the beam line, separated by
>20 cm, and an orthogonal superlayer measuring
the r-z coordinates (SL2)
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DT Upgrade for Phase 2
• Replace current electronics with more robust and flexible solution (minimize
effects of radiation damage, reduce limitations to ex max L1 rate)
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• Signal digitation inside the chamber: Design of TDCs with < 1 ns in
radiation tolerant FPGAs
• Full asynchronous streaming of ALL digitised signals in the detector
to the backend (outside of experimental cavern) via optical links
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• High level functionalities (in particular trigger primitive
generation) to happen in powerful FPGAs
• In current system, trigger primitives are generated in on-detector
custom electronics, with limited time and spatial resolution
• Improved physics performance at trigger level comparable to
current offline performance: 1 ns time resolution, no major regional
constrains

Upgrade, Phase 2

Currently developing of algorithms to perform trigger primitive generation
from Phase 2 DT: work both on software and firmware implementations
Can use current readout chain to mimic input to Phase 2
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Description of Analytical Method in Emulator

• For a given hypothesis of muon trajectory within SL (straight
line), using information from 3 cells allows to solve for muon
crossing time BX (no dependence on track slope)
• In practice select patterns of 4 tubes and their sub-patterns
of 3 tubes over 10 cells at a time (contains all physical
trajectories)

1. Hits received, calibrated, filtered,
buffered
2. Compatible hits are grouped

• For cases with 4 hits (one per layer), time is computed from
each triplet and then combined (arithmetic mean)
• Once crossing time is known, track parameters are
computed using exact formulas from least squares method:
chi2-minimisation
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• Assuming a given laterality, can get the hit position
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• Initial information is wire position of hit cell and hit time
from the start of the orbit

• For 3 hits all hit laterality assumptions providing physical
solutions are considered as candidates
• For 4 hits select a unique final candidate, the one with
minimum chi2
•

3. Obtain TP track parameters
(at level of one superlayer)
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Description of Analytical Method in Emulator

• If match found redefine parameters:
• Time as mean of SL-fits time
• Position as mean of SL-fits positions
• Slope from difference in SL-positions
divided by distance between SLs
(improvement expected from increased
lever arm)

4. Obtain TP track parameters
(at level of one chamber)
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• Correlate both r-phi SLs if matching segment
times in a window of +/- 25 ns
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• For muons with 4h/3h fits both in SL1 and SL3

• Obtain combined chi2
• If no match found, keep all per-SL candidates
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INTRINSIC and EMULATOR performances

• Take as input calibrated times of hits associated to offline segments
(substitutes parts 1. and 2. of described workflow)
• This allows evaluation of intrinsic performance of a ‘exact solution’ for
obtaining all the track parameters
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• Studies of INTRINSIC PERFORMANCE: As first step, evaluate performance for
obtaining the track parameters with a least square fitting method (chi2
minimisation) for all variables (including time for fits with 4 hits) in clean
conditions.
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• Evaluate difference (“resolution”) of obtained parameters (time and slope) with
respect to the offline reconstructed segment for two workflows:

• Studies of EMULATOR PERFORMANCE: The trigger primitive is reconstructed
with the Analytical Method as implemented in the Emulator (including full
grouping and pattern recognition)
• In case more than one trigger primitive generated, select the one closest to
offline segment in x coordinate for performance studies
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2017 data
sample

• Difference between trigger primitive
reconstructed time and offline segment
reconstructed time (“time resolution”), fitted to a
gaussian, for primitives with 4 hits in super layer 1.
• The sigma of the gaussian fit is ~3 ns.

Note: here offline segment reconstructed from hits
in more than one SL: good proxy for ‘true’ value of
considered variables, small correlation expected
Muons from reconstructed
Z decays
2017 data
sample

• Difference between trigger primitive reconstructed
slope and offline segment reconstructed slope
(“slope resolution”), fitted to two gaussians, for
primitives with 4 hits in super layer 1.
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Muons from reconstructed
Z decays
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INTRINSIC performance: 4 hits SL1

• The sigma of the narrow gaussian fit is ~7 mrad.
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INTRINSIC performance: efficiency

• Denominator: all muons with set of standard quality
cuts
• Numerator: at least one fit (any quality: ie, fits with
either 3 hits or 4 hits) in SL1 OR SL3 (take correlated fit
when available) in the right BX

MC Muon gun
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MC Muon gun

• The trigger primitive is reconstructed from hits
associated to the offline segment. All track
parameters, including time, are obtained from a least
square fitting method
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• Inclusive Trigger Primitive efficiency in Station 2,
computed on Monte Carlo muon gun sample with
zero pile up, for muons with with pt>40 GeV (up plot)

• Measured efficiencies are high, reflecting very good
time resolution in all chambers. Dips related to
acceptance
• When requiring an offline segment with >4 hits in
that chamber efficiencies are >95% everywhere
(bottom plot)
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• Difference between trigger primitive
reconstructed time and offline segment
reconstructed time (“time resolution”), fitted
to a gaussian, for primitives with 4 hits in
super layer 1.
• The trigger primitive is reconstructed with
the Analytical Method as implemented in the
Emulator (including full grouping and
pattern recognition, and where time for fits
of 4 hits is calculated as arithmetic mean of 4
combinations of 3 layers), for muons coming
from Z bosons decays in a 2016 sample.
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Muons from reconstructed Z decays
2016 data sample
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EMULATOR performance: 4 hits SL1

• The sigma of the gaussian fit is ~3 ns.
• Tails appear in the distribution, in
comparison with results when the input is
given only by hits associated to offline
segment
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2016 data
sample

• Difference between trigger primitive reconstructed
time and offline segment reconstructed time (“time
resolution”), fitted to a gaussian, for correlated
primitives with 4 hits in super layer 1 and 4 hits in
super layer 3
• The sigma of the gaussian fit is <3 ns.
• Reduction of tails with respect to results for single
super layer because of correlation

Muons from reconstructed
Z decays
2016 data
sample

Note: relevant correlations between emulator results
and variables obtained from offline segment possible

• Difference between trigger primitive reconstructed
slope and offline segment reconstructed slope
(“slope resolution”), fitted to two gaussians, for
correlated primitives with 4 hits in super layer 1 and 4
hits in super layer 3
• The sigma of the narrow gaussian fit is < 1 mrad. The
big improvement with respect to fits in a given super
layer comes from the increased lever arm given by
the > 20 cm distance between SL1 and SL3
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Muons from reconstructed
Z decays
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EMULATOR performance: correlation 4h SL1- 4h SL3
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First test data results

• Plot: Occupancy of muon hits recorded in the
legacy chain, and triggered by the phase 2
electronics chain at super layer level (3 groups
of 16 in SL1 and SL3 used for triggering), as
shown by the Data Quality Monitor application
• For triggers from channels 1-4 in super
layer 1, hits are found on super layer3, but
with low efficiency due to rough timing.
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• The legacy electronics chain and the
upgrade chain register the same (cosmic
muon) event
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• In a spare DT chamber situated in the surface,
signals of half of each super layer have been
split into the two different electronics chains

• Note: Super layer 2 was not fully
commissioned at the time of the test
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Firmware implementation

• Successfully tested with cosmics data, and by injecting
test data of muons from a 2016 sample of Z decays
through internal memories for pattern injection

Resources occupied
by algorithm running
on 2 superlayers
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• Present implementation: Trigger algorithm+ readout +
input and output links, ethernet for slow control
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• Firmware for trigger primitive generation at the level of
super layer implemented on a TwinMux board which
hosts a Virtex 7 XLXXC7VX330T-3FFG1761E
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Conclusions

• Firmware implementation being tested with data: cosmic muons
data taking, and injection of muons from Z decays
• Good results obtained so far
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• Initial studies on CMS data and simulation show that a performance
comparable to current offline reconstruction can be achieved at L1
trigger in phase 2
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• A proposal for an algorithm to generate DT Trigger primitives for phase
2 has been developed and implemented in firmware
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Back up
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Introduction to Drift Tube chamber

• Read out chain based on high precision TDC
with < 1 ns resolution
• Separated trigger chain performs hardwarebased segment reconstruction up to chamber
level, forming trigger primitives that constitute
input to L1 muon trigger chain
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•

CTD/WTI2019

• Chamber + electronics (minicrate): digitization, slow control, Test Pulse, readout to
central CMS Data Adquisition system

• Different types of integrated circuits (ASICS)
built in the 90s , designed to stand ~500 fb-1
• Limited time resolution (12.5 ns given by 80
MHz clock used for time digitization)
• Strong geometrical/regional constrains
given by size and number of pins in the chips
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• The trigger primitive is reconstructed
from hits associated to the offline
segment in muons decays of Z
bosons in a 2017 sample. All track
parameters, including time, are
obtained from a least square fitting
method.
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• Difference between trigger primitive
reconstructed time and offline
segment reconstructed time (“time
resolution”), fitted to a gaussian, for
primitives with 4 hits in super layer 1.
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INTRINSIC performance: 4 hits SL1

• All DT chambers are included
• The sigma of the gaussian fit is ~3 ns.
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Inclusive

• Inclusive Trigger Primitive efficiency in Station
2, computed on Monte Carlo muon gun sample
with zero pile up, for muons with pt =5-10 GeV
(up) and muons with pt>40 GeV (bottom)
• The trigger primitive is reconstructed from hits
associated to the offline segment. All track
parameters, including time, are obtained from
a least square fitting method
• Denominator: all muons with set of standard
quality cuts

Inclusive

• Numerator: at least one fit (any quality: ie, fits
with either 3 hits or 4 hits) in SL1 OR SL3 (take
correlated fit when available) in BX=0
• Measured efficiencies are high, reflecting very
good time resolution in all chambers. Dips
related to acceptance

ANALYTICAL ALGORUTHM FOR PHASE2 DT TRIGGER PRIMITIVES

INTRINSIC performance: efficiency
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• The trigger primitive is reconstructed from hits
associated to offline segment. Track
parameters are obtained from a least square
fitting method
• Denominator: reconstructed segments with at
least 4 associated hits, from muons with
minimal quality cuts
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• Trigger Primitive efficiency in Station 2,
computed on Monte Carlo muon gun sample
with zero pile up, for muons with pt =5-10 GeV
(up) and muons with pt>40 GeV (bottom)
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INTRINSIC performance: efficiency

• Numerator: at least one fit (any quality: ie, fits
with either 3 hits or 4 hits) in SL1 OR SL3 (take
correlated fit when available) in BX=0
• Measured efficiencies are high, reflecting very
good time resolution in all chambers.
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• The trigger primitive is reconstructed with
the Analytical Method as implemented in the
Emulator (including full grouping of DT hits
and pattern recognition), for muons coming
from Z bosons decays in a 2016 sample.
• All DT chambers are included
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• Difference between trigger primitive
reconstructed slope and offline segment
reconstructed slope (“slope resolution”),
fitted to two gaussians, for correlated
primitives with 4 hits in super layer 1 and 4
hits in super layer 3
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EMULATOR performance: correlation 4h SL1- 4h SL3

• The sigma of the narrow gaussian fit is ~0.2
mrad. The big improvement with respect to
fits in a given super layer comes from the
increased lever arm given by the distance
between SL1 and SL3
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